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Kurogi Shanghai, a highly regarded luxurious Japanese restaurant opened in March 2018 by Laox 

Co., Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as we), earned a star in Black Pearl Restaurant Guide※1 2020. 

 

309 restaurants in 22 cities in China, including Shanghai, Beijing, and Hong Kong and 5 cities 

abroad including Tokyo, New York, and Paris are honored in this year’s Black Pearl Restaurant 

Guide. Cuisine experts and renowned gourmets from Black Pearl make anonymous visits to rigorously 

and objectively evaluate restaurants on three criteria: food, overall operation, and how the 

restaurant cherishes tradition while innovating. 

 

Kurogi Shanghai was awarded a star for its dishes that bring out the best of ingredients in 

season and honor the Japanese culinary culture as well as its sophisticated ambience and cordial 

service. 

  

Kurogi Shanghai will spearhead our efforts to bring the Japanese cooking culture and culinary 

experience to the Chinese market. 

 

※1: Black Pearl Restaurant Guide is a restaurant evaluation system that has been published by 

Meituan Dianping, a leading review site in China. This year, 10 restaurants from 5 cities outside 

China are selected including FUREIKA and SZECHWAN RESTAURANT, two prestigious Chinese restaurants 

in Tokyo. 

 

■ Comment from Kurogi’s cheff 

It is a great honor to be awarded a star in Black Pearl Restaurant Guide. We hope for your 

continued support and patronage. 

 

■ Kurogi Shanghai 

Kurogi Shanghai opened in March 2018 in Bellagio Shanghai, a hotel located in the Shanghai Bund, 

in collaboration with Kurogi, a Japanese restaurant that earned a star in MICHELIN GUIDE Tokyo 

and is knowsn as the most difficult restaurant to book in Tokyo. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

※photos: Black Pearl Restaurant Guide award ceremony / interior of Kurogi Shanghai 

≪Contact for information regarding this ammouncemnet≫ 

Corporate Publich Relations Department, Laox Co., Ltd. TEL：03-6852-8881 

Kurogi Shanghai earned a star  

in Black Pearl Restaurant Guide ! 

一つ星を獲得いたしました！ 

 


